
ABOUT

EXPERIENCE

During my time with the brand, I assisted with the closing of their Pop Up ‘The Basics Store’. This involved 
organising stock & packaging pieces to be returned to the various brands involved, exercising a strong eye 
for detail. I also spent some time with the brand at their office, assisting with stock levels & packaging 
clients orders. It was really interesting to see behind the scenes of a high end fashion brand; seeing how 
their pieces progress from design ideas to consumer purchases. (July 2017)
 
During my time with the magazine, I assisted with market research, looking at how Hey Girl can progress 
as a brand & increase its reach. I also designed flyers to target specific groups of creative, with the aim of 
finding individuals to be featured in the upcoming Scent issue. (August 2017)  

During the second year or my degree, I was the Fashion & Beauty editor of my university’s publication, 
Platform Magazine. The role entailed providing content ideas, editing & scheduling articles on Wordpress 
& running the section’s Instagram account, as well as recruiting & motivating content providers. I found it 
really exciting curating the section with content & imagery that was appealing to our primary audience of 
students. (September 2016 - May 2017)

The event was centred around teaching participants about the existence of various subcultures; looking 
at their history, prominence & aesthetic. These were then materialised in collaborative risograph printed 
zines. The process of planning the workshop required us to consider budgets & time constraints, ensuring 
that each participant experienced an inclusive & engaging session. (March 2017)

At LFA, I was able to experience a variety of aspects of independent Fashion PR. It was incredibly interesting 
to understand how PR works at a more intimate level; from learning industry jargon, to understanding 
how brands gain coverage in magazines, my time with LFA provided me with a range of transferable & 
industry specific skills. I was responsible for taking & sourcing imagery for the social media accounts of 
both LFA & various clients, as well as writing blog content, social media strap-lines & captions. I was also 
responsible for scanning & logging client coverage, as well as communicating with clients & external 
brands about potential coverage. I was able to create the first draft of the launch website for the clothing 
brand A.C.F, creating banners and visuals tailored to the clients brief. A highlight of my role was being 
given the opportunity to plan, source, shoot & edit two product shoots for a new client. Following this, I 
was asked to reshoot the LFA website visuals, creating page headers and product imagery for the launch 
of new agency services. These projects allowed me to gain creative confidence & build strong working 
relationships with both the LFA team & our clients. (2016, 4 months)

I undertook a freelance internship with Liz Parry for which my primary role was to provide written content 
for the newly launched blog on the agency’s website. This internship emphasized the importance of 
adapting writing styles to fit with an existing brand voice. (2015, 3 months)
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I am a creative & self-motivated individual with a strong interest 
in visual content creation. With experience of both working & 
studying within the world of visual communication, I have practical 
industry level skills & knowledge that I can bring to the team. I am 
ambitious & curious, seeking a role in a fresh & exciting workplace, 
where I can share my skills, grow with the brand & be part of 
a fast paced, dynamic environment. I enjoy working to deadlines 
and organising my time to produce a range of creative, forward 
thinking outcomes that are tailored to the chosen consumer.  
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STUDIO ASSISTANT @
MARINA LONDON

https://www.lfa.agency
http://www.thelondonfashionagency.com
http://www.thelondonfashionagency.com
http://www.thelondonfashionagency.com
http://lizparrypr.co.uk
http://lizparrypr.co.uk
http://bethbowmancreative.com
https://www.bethbowmancreative.com
http://bethbowmancreative.com
https://www.instagram.com/bethbowman/
http://heygirlmagazine.com
http://www.marinalondon.com


Education

References

During my time on the course, I have had the opportunity to develop & learn new skills that are directly 
transferable to industry. Teamwork plays a prominent role in each of our modules, working with a variety 
of creative individuals. Through using a variety of research methods, I have had the opportunity to produce 
an array of outcomes, including industry reports, promotional films & advertising campaigns. These have 
required a variety of skills including styling, art direction, graphic design, content writing, photography & 
post-production editing.

Specialising in Fashion & Textiles, I found the year to be invaluable, as the skills that I gained are 
transferable in my further studies & employment. These ranged from creating shoot plans to designing 
collection look books, which required skills such as styling, art direction, graphic design & the use of 
various adobe programs. (Distinction)

A Levels in Art (A), English (B), French (C), Dance AS (B) 

GCSE’s (A*A*AAAAAAABC) including IGCSE English & Maths at grades A
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SUSSEX DOWNS COLLEGE

BEDE’S SENIOR SCHOOL

FCP Lecturer at Nottingham Trent University Email: simon.rudkin@ntu.ac.uk

Director at the Lifestyle & Fashion Agency Email: rosie@thelondonfashionagency.com 
Phone: 020 7998 6250

SIMON RUDKIN

ROSIE DAVIES

Employment

I found this role interesting as I was able to experience the fashion industry at a direct consumer & retail 
level, understanding how decisions made higher up in the company effect the in-store experience. (2016)

This role has given me experience of working within a fast paced environment whilst continuing to provide 
a high level of customer service, as well as experience of working within a changing team. (2015 - present)

During my time with the company I was promoted to a shift leader, which allowed me to learn skills such 
as team leadership & time management. (2012-15)

CHRISTMAS WOMENSWEAR 
ASSISTANT @ RIVER ISLAND

BARISTA @ URBAN GROUND

BARISTA @ CAFFÉ NERO

Keeping creative

I have recently worked with a group of artists to produce promotional material for an upcoming exhibition. 
This involved graphic design, time management & communication with the clients.
 
I am currently working as a part of a small team on our graduating degree show. As a graphic designer, I 
am responsible for the logo design and the creation of all visual content. I am also developing key skills in 
event planning, team management, collaboration, budgeting & keeping to tight deadlines.  

I was responsible for the styling & art direction at the salon’s Christmas event. This involved curating & 
sourcing the clothing, as well as being responsible for the model’s make up on the night. (December 2016)

In 2016 I was part of a collaborative illustration series with a fellow creative, for which we produced a 
selection of illustrations in response to the #whenIwas hashtag that was present on social media. A post 
with full details & imagery can be found on my portfolio - bethbowmancreative.com.

I have written articles for both Sunday Girl Magazine (online) & Intern 247 (online) to help broaden my 
writing portfolio. This allowed me to experience the whole process, from pitching to publishing. (2015-6)
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